Bridal Alterations Prices
Basic Services
Bodice Sides

Price
Take in or let out side seams. Up to 3 layers. Lightly or unboned.
Lace goes into seams, 3” or less adjustment
Upcharge for handsewn lace covering seams

Flat Base Rate

$60

Handsewn

+45

Upcharge for more than 3” taken in.

+25

Upcharge for sleeves or re-cutting top edge.

+30

Upcharge for hips being separately layered. (waist seam)

+60

Bust Dart

Dart made in the side of the bust for close fit

Through all layers

$30

Bust Elastic
Bust Cups

Silicone elastic on bust edge to pull closer to body
Size/Type

Handsewn
Includes materials

$30
$25

Shoulders

Take up shoulder seams. Up to 2 layers.

$10 ea add’l layer

$30 +10ea

Straps

Take up straps, by machine or hand.

Flat

$25

Sleeves

Slim Sleeves—simple seam

$35

Shorten sleeves—simple hem

$25

Upcharge: Move button/loop closure due to slimming or
shortening

$45

Hemming

Bustle

Other

Fittings
Consultation
Materials
Swatch Rate
Garment Bag
Garment Tape
Accessories
Something Blue

Lace -edged Layer, lifted and moved up.

Priced by the foot.

$15/foot

Layers w/ turned hem or bagged out. *Front only or all around

$45 or 65 per layer

$45/65

Layers with Roll Hem (machine) *Front only or all around

$20 or 40 per layer

$20/40

Horsehair braid layers.

Priced by the foot.

$18/foot

Cut layers. (tulle or netting) Cut during fitting while on the bride.

Per layer

$10/layer

Unique: handsewn, un-even/shaped, lifted at the waist, etc.

Estimated by hour

$45/hr

Basic. 1-3 bustle points.

Flat rate

$30

Intermediate. 4-8 bustle points

Flat rate

$60

Complex. 9+ bustle points

$10 ea point

$90+

Bubble Bustle—invisible at hem.

Flat Rate

$135

Closures: Buttons, hooks/eyes, snaps, swing tacks, hang loops

$5min, plus $2.50 ea

$5+

Zipper replacement

Includes materials

$95

Corset back

Includes materials

$135

Steaming of dress during the week of wedding. Base rate=$40 for
2 layers. $15 each additional layer.

$40 + 15 per add’l
layer

$40+

Flat charge for all Bride’s fitting times. (Average=2-3hours) It
includes my time and expertise, resources, swatches, info, etc.
Additional, less-common offerings/services
If bride is unsure about using Sugarcane, or wants a quote only, a
consultation rate will be charged. If bride uses Sugarcane, this
will be applied towards her alterations total.
Anything outside the normal items listed above.
If swatching is required to find the right color fabric, ribbon,
buttons, lace, etc., this charge will apply. Bride can provide
materials to eliminate this.
Sugarcane has garment bags for sale if needed.
For sticking down rogue edges, usually on necklines/keyholes
Veils, sashes, capes, wraps, robes, etc.
Have a blue fabric heart, bead, initials, etc. sewn into your dress

Flat Rate

$85 flat

1 hour

$45

Hourly. Most often 1
hour is sufficient.

Priced individually
Prices vary.

varies
$45/hr
$15ea
$10/pkg
TBD
$10-40

Studio Policies:
Fitting Rate: At this time, no upfront money is required to book a first fitting. Please use my online price/policy
sheet to estimate costs before booking. Also feel free to call the studio with additional questions.
Consultation Rate:  If a client is unsure of using us, or wants a firm estimate upfront, a $45 consultation rate will
be charged at initial meeting. This pays for my time and expertise, looking at any fabric or swatch samples we
have, trying on the garment, getting a firm estimate of costs, etc. This is a one-hour meeting. If the client does
end up using our services, this charge will be applied toward the total alterations cost.
All work NOT included in my flat rates is done at a rate of $45/hr.  This will be estimated at the time of fitting, for
your approval. If work is extensive, like a vintage re-do, it will be treated like Custom Work.
Deposits:

Bridal Work: deposit required to begin:

50% of total *

Custom/Bespoke: Materials cost, plus 25 % labor required to begin. *
General Alterations: No deposit is required at this time. *
*Final Balance for all clients is due when the work is complete.
All work must be tried on before it leaves the studio. Please remember that we are committed to making it right
and want to be sure you are happy when you leave with your clothes.
Any materials not included in flat rates (fabric, lace, boning, etc.) are subject to additional costs for both the
material itself, and maybe swatching time/costs. You may consider doing the shopping yourself to avoid this.
Turn-around: Because we do so much specialty work, our turn around for general alterations is always about
2-3 weeks, but can increase during bridal season. Please call the studio for more specific info. We require a
minimum of 6-8 weeks for bridal alterations. If more extensive work (vintage remakes) is needed, please allow
3+ months. For custom work, 3-6 months is usually needed. My schedule does fill up, and I do limit fittings when
needed, so I advise booking your consultation or fitting as early as possible to get on my calendar.
Rush Fees:
Bridal…if your turnaround is less than 4 weeks, I will determine if I can help you based on my workload, and the
particular circumstances. I keep my schedule very full. Last minute work requires working overtime, so I
must charge a $150 rush fee in addition to the alterations costs. If you live out of town, or know ahead
of time that you need to schedule something with a short turn-around, please call us to talk about it.
General Alterations: I generally do not charge rush fees for general alterations…I simply pass on the work. We
refer last minute alterations or items we do not sew (curtains, housewares, tents, backpacks, etc.) to
“Sew and Sew” on Tunnel Rd. They have a great reputation.
Storage: For liability reasons, I do not hold a client’s personal clothing for more than necessary for me to finish
the work. Please do not consider my studio a storage space for your garments. If you are getting something
steamed by us, and your event is 3 weeks or less away, we will hold it until pick-up. Otherwise, you will take your
item with you and bring it back the week before your event.
Accessories: Sugarcane Studios has samples of veils, and soon will have samples of sashes, headpieces, robes,
custom clothing items, embroidered gifts, and other bridal accessories which can be customized for each
client’s needs. These are bespoke, are priced separately, require anywhere from 3 -6 weeks to create, and
require full payment upfront. Samples can be tried on in the shop, or you can schedule a separate time to
come look at our selection of hand-created, bespoke items. All bespoke items are subject to 7% tax rate.

Looking your best helps you feel your best, which allows you to be your best! Never underestimate the power of
a well-made, well-fit wardrobe!

